" What views should be materialized in order to make the sum of the query performance and view maintenance cost minimal? " selection involves difficult trade-off materialized all views -best performance, but highest cost of view maintenance materialized no views -lowest view maintenance, but poorest query performance some materialized views -near optimal balance I. Introduction
Algorithms
(1) deterministic algorithms construct or search solution in deterministic manner by apply heuristics or exhaustive search (2) randomized algorithms moves constitute edges between different solution transforming by exactly one move, solutions are connected each algorithm performs random walk no more applicable ones exists or time limit exceeded, algorithm terminate (3) evolutionary algorithms randomized search strategy similar biological evolution fittest members survive the selection (4) hybrid algorithms combine deterministic, randomized and evolutionary algorithms e.g. deterministic algorithms solutions can be used as starting points for randomized algorithms V. Conclusion materialized view selection based on multiple query processing plans proposed a 2-level structure pure evolutionary algorithms impractical due to their excessive computation time pure heuristic algorithms unsatisfactory in terms of the quality of the solutions performance of hybrid algorithms that combine advantages of heuristic and evolutionary seems the best "Finding the suitable trade-off between the computation time and the cost saving will be a topic for future studies."
